Join Bruce Nelson, Cully Tree Team, for a Tree Walk along NE Going St.

Join us for an interesting and informative tree walk in the Cully Neighborhood. Throughout the walk, we will highlight the benefits and beauty of trees. Drawing upon the diversity of the neighborhood, Bruce will discuss interesting tree species that homeowners may be interested in planting. We will be walking for about two hours, so please come prepared. Tree lovers of all knowledge levels are encourage to attend.

Questions?
Contact Mason Wordell at Portland Parks & Recreation Urban Forestry
Mason.Wordell@portlandoregon.gov  |  503-201-3133

Saturday, June 3rd
Meet at Flag Pole of Rigler School
5400 NE Prescott St.

Event sign-in
1:00pm—1:10pm

Walk & Talk with Bruce
1:10pm—3:00pm

Register in advance
http://tinyurl.com/CullyWalk
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Urban Forestry — To manage and ensure Portland’s urban forest infrastructure for current and future generations